Exploring Covariation between Traditional Markers of Metabolic Health and the Plasma Metabolomic Profile: A Classic Twin Design.
Novel metabolomic profiling techniques combined with traditional biomarkers provide knowledge of mechanisms underlying metabolic health. Twin studies describe the impact of genes and environment on variation in traits. This study aims to identify relationships between traditional markers of metabolic health and the plasma metabolomic profile using a twin modeling approach and determine whether covariation is caused by shared genetic and environmental factors. Using a classic twin design, this study examined covariation between anthropometric, clinical chemistry, and metabolomic profiles. Cholesky decomposition modeling was used to determine the genetic and environmental path coefficients through successive anthropometric and clinical chemistry traits onto metabolomic derived metabolites. This study shows that WC, TAG, and a metabolomic signature composed of 7 metabolites are inter-related, and that covariation can be attributed to common genetic, shared and unique environmental factors as well as unique environmental factors specific to the metabolite. This quantitative modeling connecting the traditional anthropometry and clinical chemistry traits with the more recent and potentially more sensitive metabolomic profile approach may provide further insight on the pleiotropic genes or modifiable environmental factors influencing variation in metabolic health.